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American Myrmicine Ants Carebara

Variation. There is a series of samples
showing variation in several characteristics,
but which I prefer to leave as C. coeca, at
least for now. In general, there is variability in
the ocellae and eyes, from totally eyeless (from
which the species’ name derives) to samples
with medial ocella present and eyes. Both
ocellae and eyes exhibit a variable degree of
development, from scars and dark spots to
well-defined ocellae and eyes with several
ommatidia.

This variablity is demonstrated by these cases:
In a sample from Putumayo, Colombia [HW
0.51 HL 0.75 CI 68], one of the major workers
has an eye reduced to one ommatidium on the
left side of the head, but on the other side
nothing more than a scar is visible. In a second
major worker, there are no detectable eyes (at
least at 120X), only some weak scars. In the
first worker, ocellae are not visible, and in the
second there is an ovoid pit in the normal
position of the anterior ocellus, without a trace
of the others. In a sample from Caquetá,
Colombia [HW 0.48 HL 0.63 CI 76] there are
neither ocellae nor eyes; in major workers from
Ilheus, Brazil [HW 0.50 HL 0.66 CI 76] there is
a medial transparent ocellus and dark lateral
eyes; in major workers from Itacaré, Brazil
[HW 0.51 HL 0.68 CI 75], the medial ocellus is
present and dark and the eyes are present,
but colorless; in a different sample from Goias,
Brazil [HW 0.52 HL 0.75 CI 69] there are no
eyes and the medial ocellus is reduced to a
scar; in still another sample from Barrolandia,
Brazil [HW 0.50 HL 0.68 CI 73] there is no
medial ocellus and the eyes are reduced to
dark spots; and, lastly, a major worker collected
in Bahia, Brazil [HW 0.51 HL 0.71 CI 72] has a
medial ocellus but no eyes.

In addition to this variability in ocellae and
eyes, there is variation in the distance between
the propodeal spiracle and the anterior border
of the metapleural gland bulla. At one extreme,
these structures touch one another, while at

the other the spiracle is separated by a
distance equivalent to half its diameter. The
thorax sculpture is variable, from obvious to
dilute and mixed with smooth, shining areas,
but there is always some kind of longitudinal
striation in the greater part of the pronotum
and mesonotum.

The sample from Barrolandia, Bahia, Brazil
(CEPLAC) is especially interesting since it
contains all possible forms: queen, male, major
worker, and minor worker. This last is partly
stuck in the glue and it is impossible to observe
its head. Taking into account the above
observations of variability, I place these ants
in this species, although the minor worker
appears to differ in some small details from
other minor workers associated with other
samples. In this Barrolandia sample, the male
is larger than the female, which is unusual in
ants. The only major worker in the sample does
not have ocellae and the eyes are reduced to
dark spots, apparently without functional
ommatidia.

Is Carebara coeca a single species, with
variation in the presence and development of
the medial ocellus, eyes, and grade of
sculpturing? Or is this a case of a complex of
closely-related species? Only the Barrolandia
sample has all possible forms (queen, male,
major worker, minor worker), while in the other
cases, there are only some of the forms. This
makes it difficult to make a decision, and I
prefer the conservative option of assuming
that all of this material is conspecific. The fact
that there is variation in a sample from a single
nest, and even in the same individual worker,
leads me to think that this is the most
reasonable choice.

C. tenua (described below) might thus
eventually turn out to be a synonym for C.
coeca; nevertheless in C. tenua the head
sculpturing is less imprecise than in C. coeca,
in which the ruguale are more raised from the


